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An Inspiring Lady......
 
smile on her face
and shine in her eyes
a very simple living
yet high thinking
though not educated
but her thoughts touch the sky
in a tender age lost her love
which broke her to pieces
but still lived so enthusiastically
amazed at her boldness
amazed at her attitude towards life
don't know who gave her strength
from where she gathers that courage
though having so much pain
yet lending  helping hand to needy
life made her fall a hundred time
but everytime she fell she never
failed to rise again.
hoping everything will be fine one day
All the time encouraging
All the time inspiring
am fortunate that this inspiring lady
is my sweet mother
LOVE YOU MOM, LOVE YOU SOOOOO.... MUCH! ! !
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So.. Lonely I Feel! ! !
 
The days were dry
the nights were scary
with those lonely dreams & thoughts
and the eyes filled with tears & sorrow
so.. lonely i feel
so..lonely i feel
 
everyone else left me alone
everyone else passed by
without even noticing me
as though there was no one standing
i felt like a lonely tree in the desert
so.. lonely i feel
so..lonely i feel
 
i wanted someone to hold my hand
i wanted someone to wipe my tears
but all the time i was
left alone with noone to help me out
so.. lonely i feel
so..lonely i feel
 
i wanted to screem
i wanted to cry
but had a fake smile everytime
it was a long time i had laughed
it was a long time i had smiled
i did my best to be with this world
but every time i had failed
so..lonely i feel
so..lonely i feel! ! !
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The Lovely U
 
you came in my life as a stranger
but never remained so
you have become a part of my life
with whom i can share anything & everything
my day remains incomplete
unless i describe you what i did.
the long hours of crazy talks
which makes us forget time
the message which breaks our
heart to laughter.
the funny desire we have
to become the richest women
all those advises we take
on silliest of sillY things.
the care for each other
which never makes us feel alone
though they look so small & funny
yet they have the power to divert us when we are sad.
am so glad tat you are in my life.
I can never forget you my lovely friend
THE LOVELY YOU!
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The World May End Tonight...
 
Treat everyone with care
do everything with dare
watch the sunrise in complete admiration
let every moment be a complete celebration
who knows! the world may end tonight.
 
let not the future haunt your efforts
let not the past steal your time
live each day as though it were the last
who knows! the world may end tonight.
 
Do all your duties earnestly
learn as much as you can honestly
live the life before it leaves you
let us pack as much as we can in this one day 'today'
who knows! the world may end tonight.....
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